SOLUTIONS OF VOCABULARY 6C
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
1 Like (adj) = having similar qualities tos b or sth
Alike (adj) = in a very similar way (only used at the end of a sentence or clause)
2 Especially = above all, for a particular purpose (often followed by past participle)
Specially = particularly (often used before and adjective or adverb)
3 Actually = in fact, to tell the truth
Currently = at the momento
4 Affect = verb meaning to produce a change in sb or sth
Effect = noun meaning the consequence of an action
5 Economic = related to the economy
Econnomical = spending Money in a careful way
6 Beside = next to or at the side of sb / sth
Besides = in addition to, apart from
7 Ache = to feel continuous dull hurt
Pain = the feeling that you have in your body when you’ve been hurt
8 Campsite = a place where you can put up tents, etc.
Camping = living in a tent, etc. on holiday
9 Suit = a jacket with matching trousers or skirt
Suite = a set of romos, esp. in a hotel, usually with a bedroom, a living area, and a bathroom
10 Sight = the ability to see / the act of seeing / an interesting place
Site = a place where a particular building was, is, or will be / a place on the Internet with
information
11 Ashamed = feeling bad about sth you have done embarrassed = shy or awkward in a social
situation
12 Argument = a conversation in which two or more people disagree, often angrily
Discussion = talking about sth or sb in detail
13 View = what you can see from a particular place

Scenery = the natural features of an area
14 Deny = to say sth is not true
Refuse = tos ay that you won’t do sth sb has asked you to do
15 Lay = put sth or sb in a particular position or put something down on sth (past laid, past
participle laid), e.g. He laid his han don my arm.
Lie = put yourself in a horizontal position (past lay, past participle lain)
16 Compromise = an agreement between two parties or groups in which each side gives up
some of the things they want. Also a verb, e.g. We had to compromise.
Commitment = a promise to do sth or to behave in a particular way
17 Wages = a regular amount of Money that you earn, usually every week
Salary = Money that employees receive for their job, especially professionals, usually paid
monthly
18 Journey = travelling from one place to another, especially when they are far apart
Trip = a journey to a place and back again, especially a short one for a particular purpose or
pleasure
19 Career = the series of jobs that a person has in a particular area of work, usually involving
more responsibility as time passes
Job = work which you do to receive regular payment
20 Announce = to tell people sth officially, especially about a decisión, plans, etc.
Advertise = to tell the public about a producto r service so that they will buy it

